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Create, Implement
And Sustain Growth

In Today’s 
Environment 
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• Change follows orderly, rational processes
• Someone else has figured it out
• Once we get through this change, it will be “smooth 

sailing”

The myths of change

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The higher ed sector looks like this because of COVID and other factorsCollege closures have hit new highsNearly 1400 colleges and campuses closed / merged since 2014, including nearly 200 privates and publicsEnrollments for traditional 4-years have declined / trending down … and the cliff is coming Only 34% met enrollment goals for 2017Below 18 million for the first time since before the Great RecessionPerceived less value in higher ed then ever beforeVarsity blues admissions scandalInternational enrollment has leveled off / declined 40% of the 17.5 million undergrad students attend 2-year collegesOnline education continues to grow, but not at the same rates as previouslyFinances are not good40% of all institutions (10/30) are showing signs of financial distress  Student debt $1.6 trillion / can’t afford to pay it off (interest only payments)Endowments up at elites, while one third of all privates show signs of financial distressDiscount rate higher than ever – average 55% and many over 60%Tuition Boards are making increasingly poor decisions Recent issue with East Carolina University and Texas Southern UniversityECU: Two trustees had offered to finance a student-government presidential candidate in exchange for her agreement to vote with them on the board. (The News & Observer) TSU: Presidential scandal over admissions resulted in board giving itself authority to fire anyone at universityLack of differentiation among institutions98% of all institutions look alike / teach the same subjects / have the same degrees and programsDistance from home has become more a factor in college choice
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• College closures / mergers reached new highs in 2019 and would have 
in 2020 had there not been bailouts

• Higher ed finances (institutions and students) are troubling
• Enrollments declined / trending down … and the cliff is coming 
• Public perception of higher ed at all-time low
• Significant competition from “non-traditional” institutions
• Boards are making increasingly poor decisions 
• Lack of differentiation among institutions

IS HIGHER ED IN A MATURE / DECLINING MARKET?

A shakeout is coming (here?)…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Higher ed is in a mature / declining market - Supply is greater than demandCollege closures have hit new highsNearly 1400 colleges and campuses closed / merged since 2014, including nearly 200 privates and publicsPASSHE 6>2Enrollments for traditional 4-years have declined / trending down … and the cliff is coming Down 2.9% last year – worse numbers for trad undergrad (-4.5% for spring and -4.4% for fall) and community colleges (-9.5%)Only graduate went up (+4.3%)Below 18 million for the first time since before the Great RecessionPerceived less value in higher ed then ever beforeInternational enrollment has leveled off / declined, but may come back with change in administrationOnline education continues to grow, but not at the same rates as previously and now EVERYONE has the capacityFinances are not good75% of all CFO are concerned about financesStudent debt $1.7 trillion / can’t afford to pay it off (interest only payments)Endowments up at elites, while one third of all privates show signs of financial distressDiscount rate higher than ever – average 55% and many over 60%Tuition resets are happening more frequentlyBoards are making increasingly poor decisions Recent issue with East Carolina University and Texas Southern UniversityECU: Two trustees had offered to finance a student-government presidential candidate in exchange for her agreement to vote with them on the board. (The News & Observer) TSU: Presidential scandal over admissions resulted in board giving itself authority to fire anyone at universityLack of differentiation among institutions98% of all institutions look alike / teach the same subjects / have the same degrees and programsDistance from home has become more a factor in college choice
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A new business model for higher education is needed – and maybe even multiple models.
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Governance
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© NACD2019.  All rights reserved.

Boards are in transition

6

The new mandate of the board leader

BOARD
LEADERS

A new mandate for board 
leaders is emerging as a 
fundamentally different 
operating reality emerges 
as a result of deeply 
connected and 
intensifying megatrends:
• Regulation
• Global competition
• Climate change
• Technology

The pace and scale of change 
are redefining how institutions 
create and preserve value, 
requiring a new board 
governance model. 

Board leaders must 
transform how the board is 
composed, operates, 
interacts with the 
institution, and holds itself 
accountable.

FORTITUDE

3

2

This transformation to meet the demands 
of the future requires 5 shifts:
• Deeper, more proactive board engagement on entirely new and 

fast-changing drivers of strategy and risk
• A more strategic, forward-looking approach to board renewal

through the lens of the shifting needs of the institution. 
• More dynamic, flexible board operations and structure
• Increased internal and external transparency about the workings 

of the board
• More rigorous accountability for board and individual trustee 

performance

4
Orchestrating these 
shifts, in 
collaboration with 
the full board, 
requires a new 
leadership quality 

5

1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A new mandate for board leaders is emerging as a fundamentally different operating reality emerges as a result of deeply connected and intensifying megatrends:RegulationGlobal competitionClimate changeTechnologyLook at things broadly at strategic levelHow is mission evolving over time, what are values, how do curriculum offerings, investments, enrollment, management, reflect valuesWhat do we want to achieve, then up to administration to implement.What’s working, what isn’t, and what can we do to help the university be successfulCollegial / cooperative relationshipStrategically, not tacticallyShould not be involved in day-to-dayThey don’t rubberstampAppropriate balance between engagement and micromanagement
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A new mandate

• The role of a board and its members is to think strategically (big 
picture)
• What’s working, what isn’t
• What can we do as a board to help staff

• The role of the administration and staff is to implement the 
strategies and policies the Board develops (tactically)

• The Board should work collegially with the administration and 
staff, and should not micro-manage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A new mandate for board leaders is emerging as a fundamentally different operating reality emerges as a result of deeply connected and intensifying megatrends:RegulationGlobal competitionClimate changeTechnologyLook at things broadly at strategic levelHow is mission evolving over time, what are values, how do curriculum offerings, investments, enrollment, management, reflect valuesWhat do we want to achieve, then up to administration to implement.What’s working, what isn’t, and what can we do to help the university be successfulCollegial / cooperative relationshipStrategically, not tacticallyShould not be involved in day-to-dayThey don’t rubberstampAppropriate balance between engagement and micromanagement
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The old model (that doesn’t work any 
more)

Administration

President

Trustees

Students

Parents Community

Alumni

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This doesn’t work any more. The pace and scale of change are redefining how organizations create and preserve value, requiring a new board governance model. 
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The new model

Trustees

President / 
Administration Faculty

Students Alumni

Parents Community

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Boards have many constituencies.  Outreach to constituenciesThe pace and scale of change are redefining how organizations create and preserve value, requiring a new board governance model. 
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Board members are fiduciaries

• Fiduciaries hold special position of trust 
• Fiduciaries must act with the highest good of the 

organization in mind
• Fiduciaries have a higher standard of care than 

professional staff (this includes the university 
president)

• Fiduciary responsibilities are collective and personal, 
and cannot be delegated away

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fiduciaries is a legal term. An individual in whom another has placed the utmost trust and confidence to manage and protect property or money. The relationship wherein one person has an obligation to act for another's benefit.1) n. from the Latin fiducia, meaning "trust," a person (or a business like a bank or stock brokerage) who has the power and obligation to act for another (often called the beneficiary) under circumstances which require total trust, good faith and honesty. The most common is a trustee of a trust, but fiduciaries can include business advisers, attorneys, guardians, administrators of estates, real estate agents, bankers, stock brokers, title companies, or anyone who undertakes to assist someone who places complete confidence and trust in that person or company. Characteristically, the fiduciary has greater knowledge and expertise about the matters being handled. A fiduciary is held to a standard of conduct and trust above that of a stranger or of a casual business person. He/she/it must avoid "self-dealing" or "conflicts of interests" in which the potential benefit to the fiduciary is in conflict with what is best for the person who trusts him/her/it. For example, a stockbroker must consider the best investment for the client, and not buy or sell on the basis of what brings him/her the highest commission. Each board member is personally responsible and legally liable for his or her ownActions Errors OmissionsThe whole board shares responsibility (and liability) to broadly ensure thatThe university fulfills its mission The university remains legally compliant The university remains financially sound
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It’s not the board’s role to micromanage but…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Effective board don’t micromanage
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This model doesn’t work either . . .

Presenter
Presentation Notes
They also don’t rubberstamp. NIFO
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Boards must transform themselves… 

• Have the right skills and experience to effectively govern and lead
• Review and adopt or reaffirm the institution’s mission and vision 

statements and key institutional policies 
• Set, approve, and broadly oversee implementation of the 

university’s strategic direction and policies 
• Monitor student achievement indicators, including retention and 

graduation rates, student learning, job placement, etc.
• Maintain the university’s financial and governance strength
• Assess culture and risk, including cyber security
• Hire and hold the university president and through the president, 

the staff, accountable for results
• Create a culture of continuous improvement, including evaluating 

itself for effectiveness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Board members must be:EngagedConscientiousCuriousPositiveBoard leaders must transform how the board is composed, operates, interacts with the business, and holds itself accountable.  This transformation to meet the demands of the future requires 5 shifts:Deeper, more proactive board engagement on entirely new and fast-changing drivers of strategy and riskA more strategic, forward-looking approach to board renewal through the lens of the shifting needs of the business. More dynamic, flexible board operations and structureIncreased internal and external transparency about the workings of the boardMore rigorous accountability for board and individual director performanceBoard responsibilities are spelled out in bylaws or other organizing documents of board membersTwo reports from the NACD:BRC  on Building the Strategic-Asset Board issues a call to action for directors of all organizations—public, private, and nonprofit—to develop a continuous-improvement plan that keeps board skill sets and processes in alignment with their organization’s strategy.  BRC on Culture as a Corporate Asset called on boards to view culture as critical for organizations, and its oversight by boards should be among the top governance imperatives, regardless of its size or sector.  It is inextricably linked with strategy, CEO/senior leadership selection, assessment and evaluation, and risk oversight—all of which are squarely in the board’s domain.
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Skills matrix
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the ways that boards can reinvent themselves is through the skills matrix.  
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Suggested board committees

• Academic Affairs Committee
• Finance Committee
• Audit Committee
• Fundraising Committee
• Nominations / Governance Committee
• Strategy and Risk Committee
• University Life Committee

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A new mandate for board leaders is emerging as a fundamentally different operating reality emerges as a result of deeply connected and intensifying megatrends:RegulationGlobal competitionClimate changeTechnology
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TCL’s Strategic Management :

Planning &  Implementation
Marketing Research & Planning 

Change Management
Leadership Development & Coaching
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Five strategic questions
A. Where do we want to be? (i.e., what are our ends, outcomes, 

purposes, goals, holistic vision)
B. How will we know when we get there? (i.e., what are the 

customers‘ needs and wants in a quantifiable feedback system)
C. Where are we now? (i.e., what are today's issues and problems)
D. How do we get there? (i.e., how do we close the gap from C to A 

in a holistic way) and ongoing
E. What will / may change in our environment in the future?

TCL’s holistic approach to planning
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9. STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION
(AND ENTERPRISE-WIDE CHANGE)

10. ANNUAL STRATEGIC REVIEW
(AND UPDATE) 

8. PLAN TO
IMPLEMENT

C INPUT A OUTCOMES

“STRATEGIC CHANGE MANAGEMENT”

D PROCESSES

B. FEEDBACK

2.  IDEAL
FUTURE VISION

STATECURRENT

• VISION
•MISSION
•CORE VALUES
•POSITIONING
•RALLY CRY

• ALIGNMENT OF DELIVERY
• ATTUNEMENT OF PEOPLE

3. KEY SUCCESS
MEASURES

4. CURRENT STATE
ASSESSMENT

5. STRATEGY
DEVELOPMENT

6. ANNUAL/3-YR
BUSINESS PLANS

7. RISK & BUDGET
PLANNING

STAKEHOLDER 
ATTUNEMENT / 
INPUT PROCESS

@ EACH STEP

TCL’s holistic management system

Brand
Promise

FUTURE
ENV. SCAN
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Where are you going?
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Positioning is answer the question, “What is one thing that:

• is unique, different and better about us 

• in the eyes of the customer  

• vs. the competition in the marketplace 

• that has them doing business with us?

Brand Promise / Positioning
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• What is disruption
• Enterprise risk management
• What is risk oversight
• Categorizing risks

– Governmental
– Societal
– Technology
– Hazards and accidents

Higher ed faces “disruption”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Questions: Does your management team actively engage in risk planning as part of your developing your strategic and business plans? Do your boards actively engage in evaluating and overseeing risk? Before / after COVID?We live in a VUCA (volatile, uncertain, complex, ambiguity) world, where there is significant disruption. “Disruption” is something that shocks an institution’s strategic, financial, and operational assumptions—and thus expected performance—in a material way. Disruptions can generate positive or negative impacts. Lasting / new normal or temporary. Examples: Positive and negativeThree things to consider: Speed, impact, likelihood. Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) is the systemic way by which institutions deal with risk. There are two parts to this: What the executive team does, and what the board does. Risk and scenario planning is what the executive team do to determine and manage risks. Risk oversight is the process by which a board evaluates whether institutional executives are effectively managing the organization’s risks, and develops “scenarios” upon which they base strategic plansUnpack this statementBoard evaluates / institutional executives manage risksUnfortunately, about 95% of higher ed institutions and their boards do not do this because don't know how to or don’t have / make the time. Risk management is typically done by the CFO and MAYBE by the Audit committee around finances, but rarely do boards get into this. Blue Bell Ice Cream / Boeing
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An argument for stakeholder involvement

Shared 
Knowledge Blind Spot

Undisclosed 
Knowledge

Unknown to 
both

Known to 
Exec Mgmt

Not Known to 
Exec Mgmt

Known to 
Board and 
Exec Mgmt

Not Known to 
Board and 
Exec Mgmt

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Traditional enterprise risk management process: challenges and lessons learnedOne of the challenges with risk planning is that administration doesn’t know everything that’s going on in their institution. Modified Johari window for risk managementWho has the answers to the areas where there are blind spots?Part of the process of ERM planningDonald Rumsfeld: “As board members, there is and always will be much we do not know about the operational aspects of the institutions we serve. At the same time, there will be much that is known to us, and also to the executive team, that may not be known by the operations team and middle management. In some cases, that information may not be disclosed beyond the board and executive team out of necessity for confidentiality reasons. Our objective was for each of us to share all the information that we could with the others, such that the area of shared knowledge expanded, and our respective blind spots would shrink.”Key reason for involving mid-level and front-line people in risk planning – are more in touch with what’s going on at the front lines than executive management
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Creating a risk (heat) map

High 
Impact

Low 
Likelihood

Critical

Low Impact 
Low 

Likelihood

Low Impact 
High 

Likelihood

Impact

Likelihood

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Velocity of risk ImpactLikelihood of happeningKeys to rememberCost to mitigateUpdate every quarterA risk (heat) map offers a visualized, comprehensive view of the likelihood and impact of an organization's risks. This helps the organization improve risk management and risk governance by prioritizing risk management efforts. This risk prioritization enables them to focus time and money on the most potentially damaging risks identified in a heat map chart.�A risk map also facilitates interdepartmental dialogues about an organization's inherent risks and promotes communication about risks throughout the organization. It helps organizations visualize risks in relation to each other, and it guides the development of a control assessment of how to deal with the risks and the consequence of those risks.The map can help the company visualize how risks in one part of the organization can affect operations of another business unit within the organization.A risk map also adds precision to an organization's risk assessment strategy and identifies gaps in an organization's risk management processes.Identification of inherent risks is the first step in creating a risk map. Risks can be broadly categorized into strategic risk, compliance risk, operational risk, financial risk and reputational risk, but organizations should aim to chart their own lists by taking into consideration specific factors that might affect them financially. Once the risks have been identified, it is necessary to understand what kind of internal or external events are driving the risks.The next step in risk mapping is evaluating the risks: estimating the frequency, the potential impact and possible control processes to offset the risks. The risks should then be prioritized. The most impactful risks can be managed by applying control processes to help lessen their potential occurrence.As threats evolve and vulnerabilities change, a risk map must be re-evaluated periodically. Organizations also must review their risk maps regularly to ensure key risks are being managed effectively.
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Clarifying 
Roles

Understand 
Institutional 
Risk Profile

Define Risk 
Appetite

Integrating 
Strategy and 

Risk 
Conversation

Ensuring 
Transparency 

in Risk 
Reporting

Clear 
Accountability 

for Risk

Verifying 
Mitigation 

Efforts

Assessing Risk 
Culture

Risk oversight 

Source: National Association of Corporate Directors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Risk oversight requires eight things:Clarifying roles, responsibilities, and accountabilityBoard vs. administrationUnderstanding your institution's risk profileWhat are the assets the university must protect at any costWhat are the value driversWhat negative events might harm our core assetsDefining your institution's "risk appetite“Is there a formal risk profile? What is the max level of risk can / will take? What areas? Long- / short-term?What is our risk appetite? Bet the farm or no risk at all?Integrating strategy and risk discussionsWhen planning is done, is risk incorporated in the same discussion?How does board determine if a strategy is too risky or risk adverse?What committee(s) are involved with risk managementWhat about emerging risks? How are they dealt with?Ensuring transparent and dynamic risk reportingIs management transparent re: risks and disagreements about strategies?Reinforcing clear accountability for riskIs accountability formally assigned? Are accountabilities diffused?Verifying that mitigation reduces risk exposureDifferentiate between risks that can be mitigated and not?Where is internal audit with thisAssessing risk cultureWhat is the culture – does it push risk-taking? Does the board hear about disagreements on strategies?
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War gaming
Used to be 10% above and below norm.
Now using heat maps to develop knowns and unknowns
Create potential scenarios

Developing scenarios

Scenario 
#1

Scenario 
#2

Scenario 
#3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Same as wargamingKnowns and unknowns
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Current
State

“Ending”

“Hang-In” Point
Persevere

#4 Hope
• Participating in the new vision
• Energy Infusions
• Reinforcement
• Quick wins
• Celebrate successes

Achieving
Your
Goals

“Neutral Zone”

“New Beginning”#1 Feelings:
• Shock
• Anger
• Depression
• Anxiety

#2 Acknowledge Feelings:
• Listening
• Empathizing
• Explaining Reasons for Change
• Key Phrase as Rallying Cry

#3 Acceptance
• Presenting the new vision and plans
• Clarifying and communicating 

purpose and roles
• Strengthen Intergroup connections
• Set up Transition structure and team
• Review policies and procedures
• Brainstorming and experimenting
• Setting up rewards - WIIFM

The rollercoaster of change

Adapted from Bridges, Haines, Kubler-Ross, Senge, and Lewin

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Change is, first and foremost, a psychological process, which makes implementing change in organizations challenging at best.Five stages of grief (Kubler-Ross)ShockAngerReflectionAcceptanceHopeBridges - TransitionsEndingNeutral ZoneNew Beginning
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Resistance to change

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Three major types of resistance to changePeople / mental models / psychologicalStructures, e.g., org structure, policies, etc.Business processes
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If change is not connected to a higher purpose 
Why should we invest ourselves?

People commit to causes . . . not plans

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CredibilityCompetency / technical expertiseRelationshipManagementHow did it make you feel?  How effective 
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Leadership is the art of mobilizing others to 
want to struggle for shared aspirations. 

—Jim Kouzes and Barry Posner 
The Leadership Challenge, 3rd ed.

The Leadership Challenge Workshop Facilitator‘s Guide®, Third Ed., Rev. Copyright © 2006 by James M. Kouzes and Barry Z. Posner. Reproduced by permission of Pfeiffer, an Imprint of Wiley. www.pfeiffer.com
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Management is doing things right 
Leadership is doing the right things

Peter Drucker and Warren Bennis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Managers are people who do things right and leaders are people who do the right thing. Both roles are crucial, and they differ profoundly. I often observe people in top positions doing the wrong things well.CredibilityCompetency / technical expertiseRelationshipManagementHow did it make you feel?  How effective 
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People choose to change (or not to 
change) based on their mental models 

and the trust they have in their 
leadership.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Old way of implementing change – the three D’s of implementation / changeDecideDeliverDefend
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Mergers and Alliances
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The casualties from 2014-2019…
• Privates

• 129 closed their doors
• 18 merged with other privates
• 12 reorganized to consolidate administration

• Publics
• 11 closed their doors while 20 have merged 
• 33 have acquired privates

• For profits
• 1094 closed since 2014

• Mega-mergers
• Purdue-Kaplan 
• Strayer-Capella
• Arizona-Ashford

The higher ed landscape is changing…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Concordia and Cincinnati ChristianThere is little disagreement that private colleges are facing a financial crisis. Conservative estimates say that hundreds of institutions are in peril, and discouraging enrollment numbers are likely to only get worse. In other industries, similar conditions have presaged waves of consolidation in which weaker entities sell out to stronger ones through a sweeping pattern of mergers. Many in higher education have optimistically predicted that struggling colleges will be saved by a similar wave.The number of documented mergers and closings have been steadily increasing over the last several years. As the fiscal, competitive, enrollment, and branding pressures increase for the vast majority of colleges and universities, the number will likely continue to rise. Strategic Mergers in Higher Education provides important information and perspective for all higher education leaders, including governing boards, chief executives, and their leadership teams. Leaders who need to be proactively and positively exploring all tactics that will allow their institutions to succeed in the future – options that should include mergers.
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• Increase market share and enrollment
• Reach underserved target markets
• Increase programs and offerings
• Acquire new technologies
• Bolster bottom line

Why merge?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are many reasons why higher education institutions may want to consider a merger. These reasons could be to increase market research in relation to student enrollment, reach an underserved target market of students (such as nontraditional student), add specific programs that will extend the institutional reach or incorporate new technology platforms that will streamline instruction.Of course, this could feel like shotgun marriage if not handled strategically. Instead, making the possibility of a merger a key part of a strategic planning process helps an institution begin to see whether an arranged marriage would be wise in helping the institution survive the tsunami of economic change and be positioned to thrive in a rapidly evolving environment.That environment—the reasons why to consider a merger--involves all of what was mentioned earlier: changing demographics in relation to traditional and post-traditional students, differing reasons for attending college, job availability and finances. In addition, there’s another reason to consider a merger – the opportunity to add programs and students who are aligned with your institutional mission, thus expanding your institutional presence. 
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• Failure for consideration as a strategy
• Lack of vision by governing boards and leadership
• Lack of strategic planning / eye toward sustainability 

and growth
• Focusing on incremental vs. transformational change
• Waiting too long
• Culture, and especially faculty

Barriers to mergers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A failure to consider a merger as part of the institutional strategy. discussions about potential merger part of the institutional strategic planning process offer many benefits, including the opportunity to develop multiple scenarios about when mergers would be advantageous. gaining stakeholder buy-in .A lack of vision in relation to the merger by governing boards and leadership. Higher education governing boards and leaders need to start delving more deeply to learn about mergers in order to develop a far-reaching vision to be ready when and if an appropriate merger presents itself. A lack of strategic planning and focus on sustainability and growth. Mergers can result based on a short-term end game. However, by taking a broader approach through strategic planning, mergers can be evaluated and designed to help the participating institutions smoothly join together to create a culture of sustainability and continued growthFocusing on incremental growth as opposed to transformational change. Institutional leaders in higher education often look for incremental growth, whether through student enrollment, funding or programmatic achievement. However, there are other types of growth that could be more meaningful to institutional survival in these chaotic times. That’s where mergers come in because they actually hold great promise for creating a new way of being if done right. Waiting too long. by including the possibility of a merger regularly in the strategic planning process, leaders can begin to position their institution to take timely steps if the need or desire to form a merger arises.Organizational culture. Mergers in higher education can have a tremendous negative impact on organization cultures if not handled well because faculty want a say in governance issues. The flip side also is true. Therefore, it’s important that faculty members are involved early on in the strategic planning process when the discussion of mergers is initially put on the table. 
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• NDA
• Investment bankers / consultants
• Lawyers
• Negotiation
• Letter of Intent
• Institution preparedness
• Employee / faculty issues
• Deal terms
• Keeping the eye on the ball

Process for mergers
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• Program mix
• Operations
• Personnel
• Technology
• Leadership 
• Culture

Integrating after the merger

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Program mix: How to deal with programs?  Some largely leave program mix alone, others cut (and sell off – poss new strategy) programs due to redundancy, low quality, low enrollment, or simply because the program doesn’t fit vision.Operations: Cost savings – shared services, larger buying power to negotiate better vendor terms, consolidation of services and offerings (HR, finance, etc.Personnel: Who will run the merged institution?  Cost savings by eliminating duplicate positions.Culture: Culture is the soul of the organization.  Start early!  Act before cultural integration becomes more challenging. Led from the top, the top team must commit itself to the culture effort, and employees must be strongly engaged.  Culture is everybody’s business, not HR Finding ways to hard-wire and support change. Model what is expected. Fact-based and common language. Gain insight into existing cultures by recognizing similarities, differences where friction can happen and joint opportunities. Measure cultural integration: metrics on retention, productivity and employee sat.Diagnosing how the work gets done. Process mapping => building ideal / integrated flow in merged orgSetting priorities of what needs to happen first. Set cultural direction early and use it to support the merger goals. Focus on the cultural elements that drive economic value and tailor an approach that integrates them. Deliver a clear and coherent program that is woven into normal integration activities, including the realization that true behavioral change requires both rational and emotional intervention throughout the system. Cultural programs need to be woven into all integration initiatives and leaders need to hard-wire the desired culture into the new institution’s operating model.
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• Move from strength, not desperation 
• Consider the continuum of collaboration options 
• Look for complementary partners, not just similar ones 
• Engage faculty early on, and be as transparent as possible 
• Be prepared for accreditation challenges 
• Refocus recruitment efforts during the transition 

Tips for considering a merger

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Focus your energy on differentiation. It can take many forms, in particular the pedagogical foundation and manner in which learning is delivered. Colleges that offer students the same kind of education they can get at a lot of other places will be among the first to fail. Merger isn’t the only way to achieve economies of scale and provide a broader educational experience. In fact, most colleges should not merge. Explore options for joint programs, collaborative projects, and shared resources. Seek solutions that work for your community of scholars. Proximity may be a plus, but geography needn’t be a limiting factor in these networking times. Jefferson now has two main campuses, seven miles apart in Philadelphia, plus other national and international sites. It’s not as easy as being in one location, but it offers both urban and suburban experiences for students.Philadelphia University and Thomas Jefferson University each enrolled about 3,700 students, but they had only two academic programs in common. Not only have we created value by offering more academic options — including every major that existed at both institutions — but we have not had to eliminate faculty or staff positions, although we have made reassignments.Not everyone is going to be on board, but frequent communication is essential — with faculty and staff members and students, as well as with donors, elected officials, industry partners, and other audiences. Early buy-in by many faculty members on both campuses helped us to communicate the positive aspects of the merger and create trust in the process.We had to meet the standards of more than 30 agencies throughout the merger process, ranging from the Middle States Commission of Higher Education and U.S. Department of Education to the National Collegiate Athletic Association. The process was exhaustive and demanding — as it should be — and presented some of the final hurdles to clear before we could officially become one university.Concerned about possible confusion in the marketplace, we used sophisticated market research and positioned the merger to differentiate the Jefferson experience from those at similar colleges. At the same time, we were faced with recruiting the fall 2017 class during a time when we weren’t yet sure what the name of the combined university would be. Our student hosts needed to be able to discuss the merger during campus tours. We were still changing signs on our East Falls campus in the few days before convocation last August. There were a million (or at least it felt like that) details that needed to be addressed — and we are still working on many of them.
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• Don’t wait too long
• Sweat the details
• Pay attention to culture
• Transparency 
• NP vs. FP mentalities

Cautions…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is almost no reason to think that mergers will be a widespread enough phenomenon to solve the crisis. We believe that for the vast majority of private nonprofit colleges, the only route to survival — in any form — will be through the college’s own internal actions to improve its value and efficiency. Those who fail this test will not merge into another institution — they will simply cease to exist.This merger had a rough start. Here are some lessons.In January, the Watkins College of Art, in Nashville, announced that it would merge with Belmont University, a neighboring Christian institution, this fall. The deal was prompted by a familiar struggle: an institution coping with a decline of high-school-graduate applicants and mounting financial pressure. But this merger brought more trouble, with problems in the two institutions’ communications with students and faculty members, in long-term planning, and in shared institutional values. Here’s what happened:Many faculty members at Watkins said they were put off by administrators’ lack of transparency about the decision. The number of those who will be offered positions at Belmont or receive severance has yet to be determined, and the initial messages worried some instructors. At first, Belmont said it would hire only Christian instructors. That raised alarms at Watkins. Faculty members and students formed a group, Save Watkins, to protest the merger. Belmont later said it would make an exception to its rule. For Watkins undergraduates who transfer to Belmont, the cost of attendance will remain what it’s been at Watkins: about $31,000, which is $18,000 less than what Belmont estimates its students will pay in the next academic year. Our Jonathan Custodio has the story of the growing pains of a campus merger.
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Wrapping Up

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Does your institution have a strategic plan?Implementation plan?Participation in developing either / both?
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People need encouragement.
They have an innate desire to know 

they are making a contribution 
and that 

you believe in them

Jim Kouzes & Barry Posner
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Leaders help people out 
OR

Help people out (of the organization)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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So is execution…

“Most organizations don’t fail for lack of 
talent or strategic vision.  They fail for lack of 
execution - the routine ‘blocking and tackling’ 
that great organizations consistently do well 
and strive to do better.”

- TJ Rodgers
No Excuses Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Peter Farrell (Farrel Day) says that Successful colleges, he says, have employees “who can execute extraordinarily well, who are disciplined, dedicated, and focused, and have the fortitude to persist and drive success consistently.”Successful implementation and enterprise-wide change requires:A change management / implementation planAlignment of strategies, structures, and processes Attunement with people – a shared vision“Effective change takes 2-5 years even with concentrated and continual actions.”
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
GovernanceMergers as a strategy for growth and survivalInnovation
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TCL’s holistic solutions

47

Governance Accreditation
Mergers 

and 
Alliances

Turnarounds

Planning, 
Implementation and 
Change Management

Crises Recovery 
and 

Transformation

Higher Ed 
Executive 

Coaching / 
Leadership

Marketing 
and 

Branding

Risk Planning 
and 

Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The American Quality Foundation, in conjunction with Ernst and Young, published a study in which they looked at 945 management practices over 580 organizations in the US, Japan, and Canada, and the best practices metrics that they used were market performance, operations (productivity), and financial performance.  What they found was there were only three universally beneficial practices that had a significant impact on the metrics regardless of starting position (state of the company)Strategic planning with good implementation practicesBusiness process improvement IF they are focused on customerContinuous broadening of breadth and depth of leadership and management practicesToday we’re going to focus on the first and last ones, and as we discovered in the current pandemic, one of the critical parts of good planning and implementation is risk planning.  
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The Change Leader

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The long-predicted crisis in higher education is upon us.  Chronicle “At The Precipice”  And that was BEFORE COVID.One thing I’ve learned in my 20+ years of consulting is that crises don’t make problems, they MAGNIFY existing problems. It’s hitting both public and private institutions. Nearly all public and private institutions are grappling with consolidations and financial strain, declining revenues, and uncertain futures. Even in New York, which has set up a free-college program for public institutions, administrators fret over a projected drop-off of tens of thousands of students in the years to come.Tuition hikes, discount rates are increasing, At last year’s Council of Independent Colleges’ annual conference for presidents, the worry and weariness was palpable. Attendees packed rooms with discussions on college finance, mergers, and the declining trad student out of high school. And that was BEFORE the COVID shutdown happened.Private colleges feeling the strain  Tuition hikes, discounts, Council of Independent Colleges’ annual conference for presidents last month, the worry and weariness was palpable. Attendees packed rooms with discussions on college finance, mergers, and the declining trad student out of high school.This month, Concordia University, a 115-year-old private institution in Oregon, announced its closure. Falling enrollment, mounting costs, growing construction debt. Oregon Public Broadcasting reported that the governing board clashed with the Portland campus over its Queer Straight Alliance student group, and state leaders are raising questions about public reporting and transparency. Read OPB’s full story here.There is no magic bullet to fix the underlying problem — declining enrollment — that’s driving much of the worry.
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• During our recent accreditation special visit, our institution received six commendations 
and one recommendation, that being “we recommend you keep doing what you’re doing.” 

• We strongly recommend Dr. McNaughton’s services to any institution who is in need of 
accreditation, governance, strategic planning, or personnel management expertise. 

• Without reservation, I give Dr. McNaughton’s services my highest recommendation. If I 
was starting an institution or making an initial accreditation application, Drumm would be 
my first call. 

• His insight into the unique environment of accreditation is practical, proactive knowledge 
and advice were, in my view, invaluable and would benefit any accreditation effort….

• Dr. McNaughton’s style is direct. His approach is practical, focused and results-driven. He 
speaks his truth in an unvarnished, direct and candid manor that stimulates action and 
results.” 

• Dr. McNaughton is a sought-after consultant to management in the areas of board 
governance, academic operations and accreditation, strategy and change, and 
organizational transformation and leadership….In his role as Chair of the Nominations 
and Governance Committee, he has made a significant impact, conducting a top to bottom 
review of all governance processes, and made several recommendations that have 
improved the board and how it governs the University.

Selected testimonials

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Innovation is implementation of ideas that generate wealthInnovation is required to go beyond where you are right now – new ideas that are implementedNot enough time: every leader has two jobs, now and the future: Ex: market / product development curveWant to innovate faster – fail faster.  WD-40Innovation leaders are like gardners - 
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Questions?
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Thank you for your participation

Drumm McNaughton, CEO
The Change Leader, Inc. 

(505) 369-1159 (O)
(760) 740-0200 (M)

drumm@thechangeleader.com
https://changinghighered.com

mailto:drumm@thechangeleader.com
https://changinghighered.com/
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